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Psychotherapy started as a medical activity
due to:

Dr Freud met patients 

with complaints, symptoms, 

syndromes and diagnoses, 

and he believed they needed 

cures, treatment, therapy.

And therapy was based on

knowing  WHY – the causes

to health-problems.



Then…
More and more clients came 

with non-medical problems like family, school, 

drugs, emotional, work, social, etc. difficulties… 



but therapists kept their medical viewpoint

and so they tried 

to find the causes 

for these problems. 

Therapists believed that finding the causes 

brings about automatic  curative effect 

sometimes called “insight”. 



The Inevitable Consequence:

As the number 

of possible causes to problems 

is in fact endless, 

the number of therapeutic approached 

grew exponentially. 

All kinds of possible causes 

were explored: 



In Search of Explanations 

• From Early Childhood Experiences to:

• Behavioral and Cognitive

• Archetypal

• Existential

• Humanistic

• Systemic 

• Gestalt

• …

Explanations 



Then Insoo and Steve came…

They saw clients 

with problems, 

searching for 

solutions



Then…

We happened to see people with 

questions searching for answers

How did 

that happen?



Milwaukee, 1994
‘… you always need to be constantly aware of things that 

accidentally happen to you. And to take advantage of 
whatever accidentally happens… The Miracle Question is 
an example – a client said something about ‘it would take 
a miracle’, Insoo heard that word ‘miracle’… these sorts of 

accidents… If we hadn’t been prepared to look for 
accidents like this, we would have never learned to use 

the Miracle Question, it would have faded away… So, you 
have to be always aware of accidents, as you are walking 

your half steps at a time, and take advantage of them. 
Then the accidents may turn you away from what you 

think is your final goal, but end up at another goal 
that is just as good… or better.’

Steve de Shazer, personal communication



The Client’s 
Agenda

The most important 
ingredient 

of self-discipline 

is not to impose 

your own agenda 

on the client.



The Miracle Accident

The Miracle Question is an example –

a client said something about 

‘it would take a miracle’, 

Insoo heard that word ‘miracle’… 

these sorts of accidents… 

If we hadn’t been prepared to look

for accidents like this, 

we would have never learned 

to use the Miracle Question, 

it would have faded away…



Question: 
What did Insoo actually do in this session?

She REFRAINED 

from asking 

her professional questions 

(she DID NOT use the tools in her toolbox)

…

And used 

the client’s own question instead!



The Miracle Accident’s Daughters:

‘Suppose that one night, 

while you were asleep, 

there was a miracle 

and this problem was solved.

How would you know? 

What would be different? 

How will your husband know

without you saying 

a word to him about it?’ 

Steve de Shazer 1988

↓
About 60 – 70% of clients reply that someone 

will smile or laugh after the miracle.

‘You know, my job is 

to ask questions… 

and they need to be as useful

as possible, in this case for you,

so… what do you think 

is the most useful question 

you can hear from me 

right now, at 11.20 AM on 

the 13 October 2014?’

Plamen Panayotov 2011

↓
About 60 – 70% of clients reply with a smile

or laughter right after they hear the MAQ.



The New Role of Therapists:

From “I CAN, CAN help you” 

towards CONducting CONversations



Clients asking the questions



Clients answering



Clients acting



Clients evaluating



With the conductor just QUQuing:
asking for Useful Questions and Answers



Time for… Q & A !!!


